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INTRODUCTION 

For a long period.of years the idea of an Empire Zollverein 
has made a strong appeal to certain elements within the British 
Empire. ~l!ri!!g.JhlC prosperous pre-war period. however. the 
movement made-very liiiJ.e headway, The ravages of war and 
sub~equent dislocation of trade. followed by the great dC!~re~i0!l. 
brQllght..J:he subject once again into prominenc~. Industries 
were declini~g. trad~-;~; iangui~hini alid~nemployment was 
increasing. Something had to be done. Neither the Miackenna 
Duties. the Safeguarding of Industries" Act. nor even the 
abandonment of the. Gold Standard has been of much avail in 
resisting the tide of foreign competition and in maintaining the 
economic position of England. The need for pmte.ctmg.Jhe 
existinz....maLk~is_.for .. Britislq~~s. if not extending them. was 
so pressing that the N~tionaLGovernment of Great Britain 
called the IE:1petjal __ EconomicConfer:eD.~ at. Ottawa as al~ost 
a last despairing effort. One cannot therefore accept without 
hesitation the sacrifices that England is supposed to have made 
in the cause of Empire Preference and unity. The resultS of 
the Conference are well known. but they could not h~ve been 
achieved if England had persisted in maintaining her traditional 
policy of Free Trade. It was not without considerable surprise 
that the world saw the land of· John Stuart Mill and Bright and 
the ancient protagonist and champion of Free Trade tum 
protectionist. 

The 110minions were.~by an almqst similar cnS1S. 

though not of the. same intensity. .and therefore it was not 
difficult to evolve a reciprocal formula. Th~-~;;-mplexity of "the 
Agreenients and the -strong prot~~tionist attitude of. the 
Dominions affected will in the end defeat the hopes so fondly 
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cherished. In any case we cannot conceive how the pro~ 
fiscal restrictions can, apart from causing a diversion of trade, ----------- -~ -- --- .. _. . - -------
increase th~volume of Empire trade. As for increasing the 
volume of world trade such a claim overlooks the fundamental 
difficulties with which the world is faced. The imposition of 
fresh fiscal barriers is but another nail in the coffin of world 
trade revival. The world is convinced that trade restrictions are 
the cause of the unhealthy conditions in world trade and the 
economists of the Leagne of Nations w~re severe in their con
demnation of these destructive barriers. Can it do any good 
to add to these hindrances? 

As far as it relates to India, the real question to ask is what 
advantage ~oes the Ottawa Agreement hold out to India? It· 
can not be answered off-hand, and we must utter a word of 
warning against the too easy acceptance of Q!licial claims. The 
question calls for intensive study, for the implications to India 
are wide and far-reaching. Those with whom rests the 
acceptance or rejection of the Ottawa Agreement on behalf of 
India, require to be fully warned of the dangers ahead. The, 
r.ndian public also needs to be instructed in order that the force 
(If informed public opinion may be brought to bear upon the 
issue. 

Before we examine the Agreement as it affects India a few 
further preliminary remarks will not be out of place. It is a 
fact of great significance that whereas England and the 
Dominions made long and specia.! prepara~ns for the Con
ference, the Government of India appear to have made none at 
all. Their Delegates wer;cliosenlUh~te at the last'm()1l1ent, - --,-."---- .. 
one of them being at Geneva at the time. Though the majority 
were Indians, can it be said, even ignoring the question of 
their representative capacity, that they were entirely free and 
unfettered in their views? As nominees of the Government· of 
India it would seem they had a mandate to plump for Imperial 
Preference. Their ~ssjon with the fact that unless they 
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agreed Britain would put Indian commodities out of the fr~ 
list on the 15th of November, proves how ill-preparedth~y-w~r-e, 
to meet the situationpresented - at Ottawa. The British 
Delegates seem to have pointed the big gun and the Indian 
Delegates immediately threw up their hands. Anybody with 
an intimate knowledge of India's trade with England would 
have been able to call off the bluff. When it comes to a tariff 
~r India would hold the whip han4, The Indian Delegates 
seem, on the other -hand, to have been frightened even to argue. 
"It was no longer a question of what India stood to gain, but 
what she stood to lose. " It discloses a mentality of abject fiscal 
surrender. 

So much seems to have been made of the reciprocal nature 
of the Agreement· that one's attention is compelled to the 
political aspect of it. India admittedly occupies a different and 
inferior status to that occupied by the Dominions. Their 
freedom is real. That of India is merely seeming. She has 
not responsible government and her spokesmen were not her 
own. True reciprocity cannot occur where there is no equality 
of statUs and where one party is fettered or dominated by 
another, as is the case with India. It is, therefore, merely 
humorous to describe the Indian Legislature being "invited" 
to accept the Agreement on behalf of India. 

The constitutional aspect of the issue is likely to prove a 
double-edged sword. On the one hand it is likely to be held 
out as a sop to cerebus and a greater measure of political 
advancement may be promised as the reward of its ratification. 
But ratification itself would tie India stronger to the chariot 
wheels of England politically and economically. Besides, the 
moral of having all o~~_s eggs in one bask~ should not be 
forgotten. On the other hand, refusal to ratify is bound to be 
interpreted in influential British quarters as an unfriendly act 
on India's part and a disqualification for liberal constitutional 
measures. The elected Indian representatives will, therefore, 
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be on the horns of a dilemma; but, whatever the price, their 
duty is clear. 

HISTORY OF IMPERIAL PREFERENCE. 

The subject of Imperial Preference came up before the 
<;alonial Conference of 1~, .which recognised the principle as 
one of general application. India was __ nQt represente.d. The 
Government of India, who we;; consulted in-1903, decided after 
a thorough and careful review of the position that ('from an 
economic standpoint India has something, but not perhaps very 
much, to offer to the Empire, that she had very little to gain 
in return, and that she has a great deal to lose or to risk.? 
The question lay buried till the War which gave a political and 
military impetus to it. Exigencies of the War drew the atten
tion of British statesmen to the question of making the Empire 

~ -=-
economically self-contained. ---

The Imperial War Conference, 1917, resolved to give - -------
"specially favourable treatment and facilities to the producl; 
and manufactures of other parts of the Empire." (Great Britain 
and certain other Dominions have accordingly granted mutual 
preferential tariff rates to a limited extent) India for a time 
stood aloof, but in 1920 the Fiscal Commission was appointed 
to examine the tariff policy of India and "the question of the 
desirability of adopting the principle of Imperial Preference." 
Almost simultaneously the British Government accepted the 
principle of fiscal autonomy for India. 

~ut actually India gave no preference- to Empire good~ 
except in iron and steel, and recently in cotton goods) In both 
cases it was granted against the protest of the whole of India 
and in contravention of the fiscal autonomy conve!ition. In 
both cases the industries concerned were compelled to accept 
it by force of circumstances. 
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DIRECTION OF INDIA'S FOREIGN TRADE. 

The Indian ~iscal Commission made a fairly exhaustive 
inquiry into the question and in general agreed with the yiews 
expressed by the Government of India in 1903. The 
Commission said that "in its general features the analysis of 
the situation then made holds good." In 1903, India's imports 
from the Empire were about 75 per cent., in the pre-war quin
quennium it dropped to 69.S pe;-cent. and in 1921-22 it stood 
at 66.6 per cent. The percentage of India's exports going to 

_ t,he Empire has followed a similar course of gradual diminution. 
It declined from 47 per cent. in 1903 to 41.9 per cent in the 
pre-war quinquennium and to 37.3 per cent in 1921-22. As 
regards exports from India to the United Kingdom, they were 

I about 25 per cent. of the total exports in 1903 and in the pre
war quinquennium it was the same. By 1921-22 it had fallen 
to 19.7 per cent. Sin~ these dates India's tra~w:ith the 
Empire has on the whole suffered relative decline. In 1930-31 
the shareofthe British E~pire in"Ot;.r export trade was' only 
40 per cent., or 7 per cent. less than in 1903 and nearly the same 
as it was in 1921-22. The particular share of the United 
Kingdom in 1931-32 was about 3 per cent. better than in 1903. 

In the import trade the share of the Empire in 1931-32 , 
deteriorated by nearly 30 per cent. as compared with 1903. The 
present position is that India receives less than one-half of her 
total import from the Empire and just over one-third from the 
U. K., and sends 2J5ths of her exports (deducting exports to 
Hongkong and Strait Settlement which are destined for China 
and Japan) to the Empire and a little more than one-quarter to 
the U. K. 

In the total trad.e of India (imports and exports) the most 
significantly characteristic fact_is,~~e diminishing importance 
of the United Kingg2p!. and the Empire and the increasing 
importan~ ~or 'non-Empire . foreigt!.£()Ul).tries. O~b-~de 
relations with the Einjllre-havebeen declining and those with 
other foreign countries have been growing. 
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Percentage share of the Principal Countries in India's 
Total Trade (Merchandise only) 

Pre-War War 
average average 

Poat-War 1931-32 
average 

U. K. 40 4X'2 39'5 3x'4 
British Empire ... 52'3 57'x 52'3 44'7 
Total of Other Foreign 

Countries ... 47'7 42'9 47'7 55'3 

Economically, therefore, the United Kingdom and the 
Empire count for less from the standpoint of India's trade than 
they did in 1903 j and if in that year the Government honestly 
believed that India "had very little to gain in return", the 
position to-day ought to provide a stronger justification of that 
attitude, 

Imports: Private Merchandise, 
(Value in Crores of Rupees) 

1913-14 1929""30 1930-31 1931-32 
Value. PerceD- Value. Percen- Value. Percen- Value. Percen-

tage. tage. tage. tage. 

U. K, ... II7 64 X03 42'8 6x 37'2 45 35'5 
British Empire ... 128 70 x24 5x'7 76 46'x 57 44'8 
Other Foreign 

Countries .. . 55 30 II7 89 6g 55'2 

Grand Total ... X83 241 x65 126 

Compared with the pre-war year 1913-14, imports from 
Britain declined by about 29 'per cent. in 1931-32, in spite of the 
fact that India has granted her substantial preferential duties 
in iron and steel after that date, 

Exports: Private Merchandise, 
(Value in Crores of Rupees) 

1913-14 1:929"30 1930-31 1931-32 
Value. Percen- Value. Percen- Value. Pereen- Value. Percen-

U. K. 58 
British Empire ... 94 
Other Foreign 

Countries ... x55 

tage. tage. tage. tage. 

23'4 69 2x'8 54 24'0 45 28'2 
38 II4 36 90 40 72 44'5' 

62 204 60 8g 55'5 

Grand Total ... 249 3x8 226 x6x 

Exports to the U. K. and the Empire has been practically 
stationary as compared with the pre-war year 1913-14, 
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QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF INDIA'S. FOREIGN TRADE. 

Let us examine the nature of India's foreign trade in order 
to see the extent to which it can benefit by the preference that 
Britain is willing to grant. 

India's Foreign Trade in 1931-32. 

(Value in Crores of Rupees) 
Imports. Export •. 

Value. Percentage. Value. Percentage. 

I. Food, Drink & Tobacco .... ,8'2 '4 44'3 30 
2. Raw Materials, Produce & 

Articles mainly unmanufac-
tured 20'9 16 67 43 

3· Articles wholly or mainly 
manufactured 83'9 6S 43 28 

Grand Total ... 126 156 

Sixty-five per cep.t. QLthe imp<llis .. into India in 1931-32 
were wholly or main1y_~~<:!ured goods,. wher.~.a.s......Q!l.ly .28 
per cent. of our exports fell into that.cl.~siJication. Quite 43 per 
cent. of ex~rts were raw materials and the balance came under 
the head of "food, dr~d tobacco". Broadly speaking, there
fore, ~ may be said to import manufactures all~ rall!: 
materiaI:Lalld_foodstuffs.... In weighing up the probable benefits 
of a system of preference this fact is of great significance. The 
economic advantages derived from ~ference tend to be more 
valuable in the caSe of manufactured.g()O~ than in the case of 
raw materials, because there is keep competition in manu
factures in foreign markets. The position in regard to food 
and:1"~w material~~_(lijferent:: They are I!.early everywh~ 
a_dmitteg ft;.~e and the necessity f<>.~preference usually does not 
arise. Moreover, markets for raw materials' are easily found 
and developed whereas markets for manufactures need careful 
cultivation. The' degree of competition met with by our exports 
which will receive preference is f~§Lt1l-an that e2!;perienced 
by the goods of th~ Ullited Kingdom, or for that matter of any 
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other country which may seek preference from us. Indian 
exports are not of a ~ature capable of benefitting appreciably 
from preferential rates, particularly such as have been granted 

I
bY the United Kingdom. &hey are not in danger of Tariff 
discrimination from any country nor, generally speaking, are 
they in need of tariff preference from any other country) The 
~iscal Commission examined the question and reported that even 
if the tariff policy of Great Britain were to be modified they 
"<lid..!!eLthink that the gain to India ~~>uld be great." India's 
trade ~sition remains fundamentally the sa!.lle as when the 
COlnmission made the enquiry and there can be no justification 
for reversing their findings. British imports of Indian raw 
products (themselves not the most important part of our exports 
and diminishing in importance) are necessary for her industries, 
and, therefore, India need not offer her any special considera
tion to induce her to buy from us. On the contrary, India is 
~to grant p:r;~ference to Britislt g~Iiat a;e to-day losi~g 
hold on world markets;md.._1!lhi.ch..wo.u1d therefore benefit 
im~nseIy 'f~~an Indian preferential tariff. The U. K. may 
be ~xpecte(r to-go-asTaras-sliecan,"consistently with her own 
interests, but unfortunately, the mutual advantages to the two 
countries from a tariff bargain are likely to be disproportionately 
unequal. India would have to give mare than she can take. 

@ritain will receive more than she ~n giv9 

Further, the adoption by India of a policy of protection 
for her industries has had the effect of diminishing the facility 
with which she can enter into a preferential tariff arrangement 
with any country without disturbance to ber own economic 
policy. If the preferential duty on the products of a protected 
industry takes the form of an increased rate against non
preferred countries it will enhance the burden on the ,Consumer 
and give the industry a greater measure of protection than it 
needs. The Illass..of Indian people (the consumers of Imperially 
preferred goods) is~. They are .already ~aring the b.YIden 
of a policy of protection, largely inevitable in the pursuit of a 

/' 
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policy of industrial development. But they should not be called 
upon to bear an additional burden, especially in these times, 
in furtherance of a policy whose benefits to India, immediate 

.or even remote, are so demonstrably problematic. 

The probable benefits that India may derive from 
preference must be tested by facts before we can accept the 
assurances of some of our more generous-minded imperial 
economists. In all their writings, figures are somehow conspicu
ous by tbeir absence. An analysis of the figures of India's 
export trade reveals that the assurances are not well founded, 

THE FISCAL COMMISSION AND THE DELEGATION. 

An a~tonishing feature of the Delegation's report is their 
reference to the Fiscal Commission, which cannot be allowed 
to pass unchallenged. In para 12, the report says that the 
"Commission decided that this question (of Imperial Preference) 
was one which could only be determined in accordance 
with Indian Legislature. .. The Report has conveniently 
omitted to mention the important fact that the Fiscal 
Commission considered the question of Jmperial Px:e£erence and 
did not. reporLin3"llC'U'LQ£ it. Para 12 of the Report of the 
Delegation woUld give one the impression that the Fiscal Com
mission did not form any opinion on the matter but left it entirely 
to the Legislature. On the contrary, the Fiscal CommissjQn 
laid down the general proposition that !n'diaae?fPOqs on the 
whole are ~ of a nature that are sapable_ ~LbenefitiIlg..Yl any 
great extent by· Prdeie~1.j~1:tii~e~.!-particular1y - such~s can be 
granted by the United. Kingdom. The nature of the exports 
has not elte::ed wd& g:nce then. "Even if the tariff policy of 
'treat Britain were to be modified with a view to extending the 
field of preference we do not think that the gain to India would 
be great." Nothing could be more definite and explicit than 
that. The question of preference to imports was also examined 
and the Fiscal Commission "did not think that India could 
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grant anything of great value without imposiug a serions burden 
ou herself and it would not be reasonable for India to incur such 
a burden." \The Fiscal Commission did not recommend the 
acceptance o{ Imperial Preference as a general tariff policy for 
India, but merely said that indiyjdual oommgdr, should be 
considered~ their own merits, remarking that "if ~ 
is ~ given it most be confined to comparatively few comma-

..,dities. " But the recommendations of the Delegation, however, 
contemplate a general w:clerential tariff over a very wide range 
of our imports. Again, the Delegation's Report states that 
the "Commission decided that this question was one 
which should ouly be determined in accordance with Indian 
opinion as voiced by the Indian Legislature." But the Com
mission also stated (para 263) that, "it is evident that the Legis
lature can hardly be asked to pronounce an opinion on the policy 
until it has some idea of the extent to which its application is 
feasible", and for that purpose recommended a preliminary iu
quiry by the Tariff Board. The Delegation gives a twist to 
this important recommendation of the Fiscal Commission and 
says that, "they snggested that the ~ Board. might be 
chargro with the task of determining whether theR WeR any 
commodities on which Preference might be given • . . . .. 

But the actnal recommendation was that, "as a preliminary to 
the consideration of the desirability of India adopting the policy 
of Imperial Preference, an t.Taminaiii.v1wuM be made by the 
Tariff Board to determine whether eR were any commodities 
. . . ." TheR is the actnal suggestion of an examination 
before other action, and it is unfair that the Legislature should 
be asked to give a decision on so important a matter without the 
benefit of such an examination, as was obviously intended by 
the Fiscal Commission. 

MAIN ITEMS OF ExroRT & llO'ORT. 

Let ns ploceed to examine some of the main commodities 
affected by the Ottawa Agreement. 
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Raw Cotton. 

The underlying assumption of Imperial Preference, that 
'Empire products, both primary and secondary, could in fact 
be deflected from their present foreign market to Empire 
without any economic loss being entailed, ignores many 
important factors. 

In the first place, Indian cotton being of very short staple 
is unsuitable fOl: I,ancash.jre. The change of organisation that 
would be necessary in order to utilise it would involve heavy 
expenditure and would also create considerable difficulties in 
Britain's export market for cotton goods. The inferior cotton 
goods that would have to be manufactured out of Indian short
stapled raw cotton would have to be sold exclusively in markets 
like India and China. By selling to Lancashire and encourag
ing her to use cheaper Indian and inferior staple cotton, we 
would really be also encouraging her to. weave lower c01lll:t~ 

and compete more larg~ with J:!!dian.-SQtto~,mills.. It would 
in effect widen the range of competition between British and 
In'dian cotton goods. It would be sui,!~_al. J~anes~ompc:!!
tion with India is lar~!y. madce.,possible by the very use of 
cbeaper Jrulian raw cottoll m.!'.l1.?r1:C!r staple. At present, in the 
lower counts~and in coarser goods competitionJrom British is 
not very keen; but if, by a tariff preference, she were encouraged 
to use inferior cotton and make a larger proportion of coarser 
goods we shall soon be witnessing increased competition from 
that direction. 

Another important question is wJtether Indian raw £\lttnn 
is in need of a larger market in Britain. It is not. Of th~ / .. ---- .. -~----'~. >-._---
total Indian production of raw cotton an increasing proportion 
is being used by]nclia!.l-!J1ills, and the iikelihood is that this 
tendency would gatber additional strength as time goes on. 
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Consumption of Indian Raw Cotton in Indian Mills. 

(In bales of 400 lbs.) 

1928-29 1"764 million 
1929'30 2'248 .. 
1930-31 2'266 .. 
1931-32 2'341 .. 

No doubt for long years to come Indian raw cotton would 
have to depend largely upon export markets. In 1930-31, 
nearly twice as mnch Indian cotton was exported as was used 
in the Indian mills. But the possibility of BJitain taking in 
the immediate future anythi;lLcJno.~_!!t;tl!. a very small 
pro~rtiol!..of oyr ex;ooJts 9f rawccottoIl . ..§l.!o~;r -~ heavily 
discounted. The following figures are impressive: 

Indian Exports of Raw Cotton. 

(In thousands of Bales of 400 lbs.) 

1929-30 1930"'31 19,31-32 

U. K. 270 281 164 
Japan 1,640 1,6S6 1,080 

Total 4,070 3.926 2,369 

In 1930-31 and 1931-32 Britain purchased the negligible 
proportion of 7 per cent. of our expOrts of raw co~ton. It is clear 
from these figures that an appreciable rise in British import of 
Indian raw cotton would at best be a matter of very slow pro
gress, the more so, when we consider the peculiar organisation of 
Lancashire Cotton Industry. Therefore British preference for 
Empire cotton would not be !If mnch benefit to India, at least 
for many years to come. 

- ~-

There is another danger in relying on ~for a market 
for our raw cotton. The E!U'Chase by her of Indian cotton since 
]914 have shown remarkable fluctuations, as is demonstrated 
-by the following taBle showing the amount of cotton from India 
delivered to spinners in Great Britain. 
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1918-19 62,000 Bales. 1925-26 211,000 Bales. 

1919-20 107,000 .. 1926-27 91 ,000 .. -
'920-21 73,000 .. 1927-28 168,000 .. 
'921-22 67,000 .. 1928-29 212,000 .. 
i922-23 176,000 .. *1929-30 270,000 .. 
'923-24 268,000 .. *1930-31 281,000 .. 
'924-25 2 17,000 .. *1931-32 166,000 .. -

So spasmodic a demand should be a warning. against 
inducing the Indian grower to rely on the British market, or 
against making special efforts to cater for its requirements. 

Further, the kind of cotton that India is likely to export 
to Britain will meet with increasing competition fro1I! the 
Soudan, Uganda, &st Africa -and other Br:;tiSh-;~I;;~i~s and 
pr~ctorates; where special efforts are being made to increase 
the cultivation of cotton. These competitors will be enjoying 
the same preference. The fact that British capital and the 
powerful Empire Cotton Growers' Association are interested in 
the development of cotton in these regions will be an added 
impetus for Britain to buy from them and will constitute for 
them a distinct advantage over India. 

But the greatest factor that minimises the benefit that may 
be derived from this particular preference is that Jndian raw 
cptton is not so desparately in need of new markets. An 
increasingly larger proporhon=orTnchan production will be 
consumed in India itself and the remainder can be §g!~jjbQ\ll 
any difficulty to Japan and China, and then to European 
countries like Italy, France, Belgium and GermaIl¥_ One 
might go as far a-; to say thar;;;~'ifBritain did not buy a single 
.bale of our raw cotton it would not make much difference to our 
total export trade. Her readiness to buy more from us would not 
confer any considerable advantage; her refusal to buy anything 
at a)1 would not inflict any serious injury. Britain's preference 
for Empire cotton would not be of much economic value to India . 

• BxportS. 
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Wheat. 

Wheat is one commodity to which Britain has agreed 
to grant preferential tariff treatment. The report of the 
Delegation contemplates that our wheat is in serious danger 
if India does not enter into· preferential tariff relation with 
Britain. The first question we should ask is: whether India 
requires a preference in that commodity and whether she is 
likely to derive much benefit therefrom. 

India has certainly ~xporting some wbeat to England, 
but a study of the problem of our wheat trade would easily 
convince one that an export trade in wheat is not necessary 
to-day for the prosperity of that branch of our agriculture. 

Production, Exports and Imports of Wheat. 

(In th()usands ()f tons.) 

P1'o",,",I ..... , E",pori. Impori, 

.1927-28 7,791 300 69 
1928-29 8,591 IIS 56 
1929'3° 10,469 13 357 
1930-31 9,302 197 232 

1931-32 9,026 20 III 

During the last three years India has been a net imPQrter 
of wheat; in other words, the production of wheat in the country 
can not meet the total demand. During the years 1928-32 while 
Punjab wheat was being exportegJ;o...EIlgl.and through Karachi, 
Australian whel!.~ was being imported in larger quantities 
through Bomba)"~n! Calcutta. Thes.!_§rrt!~Jxwu:,. if any
thing, that Indian wheat is not !~.need of an export market. 

The apparent anomaly of India importing and exporting 
wheat in the same year is explained by .!he cost of tran.s!lOrt~ii2Il' 
The Punjab is our chief producing field. But the freight from 
the Punjab to such consuming centres as Bombay and Bengal 
was so high that Punjab wheat could not compete with 
Australian wheat. In other words, ~an freight from 
Australia !!Uhe ports of <;alc~_:lJld..Bombay was cheaper th:yl 
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railway freight from the Punjab. Therefore, in the year 
1930-31 while 197,000 tons oTi>unjab wheat were exported 
(mainly through Karachi) to foreign countries (about 87% of 
which went to the United Kingdom), as much all 232,000 tons 
were imported (mostly from Australia). In 1931-32, 20,000 
tons were exported (mainly to the U. K.); 111,000 tons were 
imported almost exclusively from Australia. 

The solution of the problem of India's wheat production 
lies not in seeking an export, but in sQd"egulating internal 
freight rates that t~: Indian market may be preserVealoillie 
indigenous . ..J2LQduction. The solution lies in II!di!l~ot _at 
.Gtta;-a-Qi."alln~here else. The key to the'question is freight 
pref~r!Jl,.C$..hl!19.i~ .not tariff ereference. "tr£~_ Britain. To 
seek the latter before trying the former is lopsided economics. 
To go out and seek an export market for wheat, when the \ 
production of Indian wheat during the last 3 years has been 
less than the consumption of that commodity betrays a tragic 
lack of -appreciation of the real situation with regard to the 
trade. 

Even granting. that a stimulation of the export of wheat 
is feasible, it is pertinent to ask whether in the interest of 
national economic policy it is desirable to encourage the export 
of Indian wheat. As the standard Of living improves in ImHa, 
the local demand fur wheat will also increase and paying due 
regard to that consideration, it is necessary that the Indian 
wheat should be retained as much as possible for local con
sumption. Any artificial encouragement of wheat exports in 
the absence of a pronounced net exportable surplus would be 
economically unwise and cannot be too strongly condemned 
from ~he point of view of higher national policy. 

In fact, the' Government themselves have realised the 
situation having already allowed certain reduced railway freights 
and imposed an import duty of Rs. 30/- per ton on foreign 
wheat. If these measures succeed in restricting imports of 
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wheat (and figures prove they have) they will effectually widen 
the home market for Indian wheat and proportionately reduce 
the export of wheat and obviate the necessity for an export 
market for th;tt commodity. 

Even if an export market for wheat is considered necessary 
and desirable, the third question is '!!:.hether the proposed tariff 
preference from Britain can bestow npon our export trade in 
wheat any appreciable benefit. In the first place, the propor
ti2.n that exports of whea:r-lJears to our total production is so 
negligible that an export trade appears rather too unimportant 
for consideration. The ~-war averagr percentage of wheat 
exports to total production was only 3 per cent. In 1929-30, 
it was only 1 per cent. and in 1930-31 it..was again 3 per cent., 
and in 1931-32 it was less than a quarter~_ cent. This shows 
how utterly inconsiderable the export trade in wheat really is. 

Secondly, in England's imports of wheat, competitjo! from 
other parts of the Empire is so keen that the Jll!ference_ is 
renderoo practIcany ~ss. During the four years 
1925-1928 the average ~-lmports of wheat into the United 
Kingdom amounted to 101·8 million cwts. Ont of this as much 
as 50·6 per cent or 51·5 million cwts came from the Empire. 
Canada supplied annually as mnch as 34·6 million cwts. and 
Australia 12·6 million cwts. on the average, while Indian 
supplies amounted to 4 million cwts. only. In other words, out 
of the total average annual imports of Empire wheat into the 
United Kingdom during 1925-1~ Canada supplied 69 per 
cent., AussP"ia.23 per cent. and India the meagre fignre of 
~r cent. With such formidable competitors within the 
EmpIre ItseIf, who would be enjoying the same preference, the 
advantage to Indian wheat growers is not likely to be of much 
consequence. Further more, ~ who supplies nearly 
2/3rds. of Britain's imports of Empire wheat, is far more 
advantageously placedjt:9m the point of view of freight. 
~-------. 
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The preference for Empire wheat is; therefore, - a- dud 
preference as far as India is concerned, because: 

(1) in the present circumstances an export trade in wheat 
is not necessary for the industry, 

(2) even if it were feasible to extend such trade, it is at 
present highly undesirable, 

(3) even granting that it is necessary and desirable, the 
benefit to India from Britain's preference for Empire wheat is 
highly problematic, i1' not demonstrably inconsiderable. 

Tea. 

This forms the !l}ost important article among those 
in which India is the chieL§ui>p!i~"'!~J:he Unite<J...Kingdom. 
The benefit to India from preference -for tea - requires two 
qualifications. In the first place, about 59 % of the capital 
invested in the industry is reported to be British and therefore 
it would not be correct to say that India will enjoy the full 
benefit of preference for this commodity. We do not deny that 
quite a large number of Indian coolies and clerks find employ
ment thereby, but the ownership and coritrol of the industry is 
preponderating in the hands of the Britisher. Therefore 
the larg~ro~rtion of the beriefit would ... g(Li9 .. 1h::itainherself 
in the form of diyjgspds. In the second place, the next great 
producer"';,f'""tea and a stron-g com~fit;;-; of India-Ceylon-is 
withill...t4e-Eiii'Pire: In 1931 Ceylon'S share of U. K. imports 
of tea was quite.gO%> against India'S 52o/a.. With such a com
petitor within the tariff ring, it should be obvious that the -actual 
benefit to India of U. K.'s preference for Empire tea is not as 
great as the export figures suggest. It must be valued at a 
smaller figure. The preference already granted to Empire Tea 
has not proved the boon to the Indian Industry, as it was 
previously expected, and there is more and more talk of 
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restricting production. .The opinion is gaining ground among 
informed circles that the Indian market for tea requires to be 
further developed, before any other to secure better prospects 
for the industry. 

Oil Seeds. 

British preference for. Indian oil seeds has been prominently 
mentioned by official apologists, who are naturally inclined to 
exaggerate the advantages. 

In 1931-32, out of a total export of 988,000 tons, the .share 
of the United Kingdom amounted to about 139,000 tons only, 
that is, 13 0 as a ainst 15 o/n in the preceding year. Other 
foreign countries purchase 9,000 tons or 87% of9ur total 
export. These figures would give us an idea of the insignificant 
IJ2sitian· Britain occupies as a customer of India's oil seeds and 
of the real economic value to India of the preference offered. 
The principal customers of our oil seeds are France, Italy and 
Germany, 

The press communique issued by the Government of India 
explaining the benefits of British preference set a rather 
exxagerated valuation upon the one accorded to linseed. While 
we do not deny that Britain probably made a real sacrifice when 
she agreed to discriminate against Argentine linseed in order 
to ~ve advantage to India (especially when we consider that 
Argentine is a close economic ally of Britain), its actual value 
toilieIiidian trade in oil seeds is not so considerabl~. Linseed
occupies but a comparatively !pin;;;:-pl~~--in- the oil seed crop 
of India. In the year 1930-31 out of a 10tal 011 seecfcrOpOf 
nearly 5 million tons, linseed accounted for 377,000 tons only. 
In the total export trade of oil seeds from India the share of 
linseed was only 12%;, These figures ought to dispel any 
misunderstanding engendered by the Govefllment communique. 
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Export of Oil Seeds-1931-32. 

(In thousa'!ds of tons.) 

Uuited Kingdom. Other Countries. 1.~otal 

Quantity Percentage . Quantity . Percentage ' Quantity. 

Groundnut 78 12 594 88 672 
Linseed 14 12 I06 88 120 
Castor 23 12 SI 88 I04 
Rapeseed 14 26 40 74 54 
Others IO 26 28 74 38 

Total 139 13 849 87 988 

On the other hand, by t~~!iLdiscr~lllin!ltion _ against none 
:§.ritish foreign countries,_there is a real ~anger to our gr91jMnut 
trade, by far tne-rii:osFlmportant part of our oil seeds exports. 
Out of the total value of oil seeds export (14'6 crares) 
groundnuts accounted for 10) croTtS or 213mB pf the Quantity. 
The best market for our groundnuts is France, who consumed 
in 1931-32 quite ~,bird of .QUT #~. Indian groundnut 
is meeting with kee!L<:9mpetitiQ!!. from We§t_Afric!!a. and if 
;france by way of retaliation_ gave preference to West African 
groundnuts our trade would be seriously endangered. No 
possible benefit, ... ~~:Bf.it!litt-~n-1>estGl!l on us, cav~pajl: O~! 
loss in that e~ut.. Persistent reports of France's intention to 
do so have reached India. To damage the prospect of the vastly 
more valuable trade in groundnuts for the sake of the 
problematic benefits to linseed illustrates beyond all doubts the 
warped economics of Imperial Preference. 

If India wishes to develop her ~xport trade in oil seeds '. 
the natural course would be to look to Continental Europe, 
which has always taken a preponderatingly larger· proportion 
of India's exports. The United Kingdom has not the capacity 
to buy more than a small~rQIX>rti~Il_of O!,l£-;;-n seeds. there
fore, alienating better customers like France, Italy and Germany ( 
would be the surest way of endangering our export trade and 
injuring the prosperity of .Indian agriculturists. 
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Share of Principal Countries in the Total Value of 
Export of Oil Seeds. 

France 
Italy 
Germany 

1931-32 

crores. .. 
Other non-British Foreign countries ... 
United Kingdom 

::f02 

"99 
3'80 
"90 

.. .. .. 
Total .. 

What actual benefit clill-lndia .. derive by preference from a 
c~try, which buys so little Ql,?ur oil seeds? To what danger 
are we -exposIng our trade in oil seeds by fiscal discrimination 
against a host of other countries who buy so much? 

If the proposed fiscal arrangement can develop our export 
trade, the exporters of oil seeds should take the first opportunity 
to support the Government. On the contrary, .!;he Committee 
of the Seeds Trade Association, Bombay, who ought to know 

• theIr mterests better than the Government of India and their 
generous Delegates, stated that I( so far as the export trade i~ 
oil seeds is concerned, the Agreement if carried into effect is 
bound not only to adversely affect the volume of trade but wil 
lead hldta into further trouble with the other countries of th 
world." 

Myrobalams. 

This commodity is cited by the Delegation as one 
exposed to the danger of competition from synthetic or 
other alternative articles, but it does not appear that the danger 
if at all real, would be considerable. The Delegation advance 
no proofs and the following figures show a gradual rise in the 
export of Myrobalams to the United Kingdom. 

1929-30 
1930-3' 
'93'-32 

Exports. 
Total U. K. 

1,236,000 Cwts. 5'4,000 Cwts. 
1,304,000 " 637,000 " 
1,272,000 u 6g1,000 " 
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. The Delegation themselves state that the U. K. obtain 
99% of their Myrobalams from India. Obviously, price is the 
deciding factor here, so that the U. K. would hardly contemc 
plate a duty on Indian Myrobalams'that would lay it open to 
the competition of synthetic or other possible substitutes. 
Moreover, as stated in a later paragraph, so far as the com
petition of synthetic substitutes is concerned, Britain herself 
would manufacture the synthetic article, so that the "preference" 
to myrobalams would be of no avail. 

Manganese. 

Competition from low grade Russian ore is admitted, 
but the Delegation is satisfied with "assurances" that it 
was unlikely that British steel ~ndustry would use more 
low grade ore. They will take the matter up again if the U. K. 
market were threatened. In the meantime they merely propose 
that imports of foreign ore into Britain should be kept under 
observation. The U. K. has already reduced her purchases of 
Indian manganese from 114,000 tons in 1~30-31 to only 54,000 
tons is 1931-32. The trade has already suffered and to avoid 
further loss the Indian Delegates ought to have secured 
immediate preference, but they were satisfied with assurance 
of a kind that leave us unconvinced. Apart from the total 
exclusion of the Russian ore, it is difficult to see how the Indian 
product could compete with it. It is highly significent that 
while Canada forced Britain to denounce the trade agreement 
with Russia in order to secure preference for wheat and timber, 
the Indian Delegates could not obtain so much as a moderate 
preference for Indian manganese against the severe competition 
from Russia. They obtained some "assurances" instead. 

EFFECT ON INDIA'S IMPORT TRADJ;. 

We will now examine the effects of Imperial Preference 
upon certain items of India's import trade and their reaction 
upon the correswnding' Indian industries and upon the economic 
well-being oUndia-as.a~hole. ---
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Building and Engineering Materials (Cement). 

Nearly' 500,{, of the quantity and 62% of the value of cement 
imported in India in 1931-32 came from U. 1(. and 50% of 
the quantity and 38% of the value from outside the Empire. 

Imports of Cement-l'931-32. 

Quantity Valn. 
(tons) (lakhs) 

United Kingdom 45,000 25 
Other Foreign countries 43,000 16 

Total 88,000 41 

It is evident that the other foreign cQuntrie:i.were llupp!yin~ 
c~ent of cheaos£ value. If therefore the proposed preference 
took the form of increased duties on non-British cement ~ 
effect would be to raise the price t~t!u~_consumer for thel1enefit 
cTBritilin. "if th~ preference took the form of a reduction in 
the duty· on British. cement, the degree of protection enjoyed - --"'-- ~ 

by the I!Idian cement indy,stry would be seriouslydimi~j§~ed 
and the future of the industry endangered. The PI:eS@llt duty 
is !5 percent. (not taking into consideration the temporary 
surcharge). A preference of 10 per cent. off this for British 
cement would almost make it duty-free. Even if 10 per cent. 
preference were given by increasing duty on non-British by 
5 per cent., and reducing the duty on British cement by 
5 per cent., the margin of protection of 10 per cent. 
between Indian and British cement would be inadequate. 
We must consider that cement factories are mostly situated 

~--. 

in the ~nterior ~ndia. J"teigh~ rates to important consuming 
centres are very high. In selling at the big ports like Madras, 
C~ta and Karachi foreign cement is quite adwntageously 
placed as regara.sfreight. . Further, if the duty on British 
cement were reduced by 10%, the l,gss of sustows i"eyenul:, will 
amount to no less . than 3U lakhs on the basis of imports for 
the year 1931-32. 
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Metals. 
Out of the total import of the metal (aluminium, brass, 

copper, lead, etc.:\valued in 1931-32 at about 3~ crores, pro
posed to be brougtt under the new fiscal scheme, the share of 
Great Britain was about 2j3rds of a crore. It is surprising that 
Britain should ask for preference in these metals, not qne-of 
which she prod_~ herself. All that.she does is to import the 
metals in the raw or semi-finished state and· export it after 
changing its shape or form. Copper, brass and aluminium are 
universally used in this country, es~cially by the poorer classes, 
and any tanH changes resulting in increased prices to the 
consumer would be an additional burden upon the ll!rge mass 
of poor Indian peasants. As the present rate of duty (excluding 
surcharge) is 15 per cent. ad valorem it is difficult to conceive 
that a 10 per cent. preference to Britain can be granted except 
by raising to some, if not the full, extent the duty on non-British 
goods. With almost every commodity needed by the poor man 
coming under some form of indirect taxation and with the 
burden of even some of the direct taxes being shifted on to his 
weak shoulders by those upon whom these were primarily levied, 
any additional burden imposed upOn him would be an act of 
unmistakable economic injustice. 

Paper and Stationery. 
Out of a total import in 1931-32 of paper and pasteboard 

valued at 2,50 lakhs, Britain's sQare amounted t~ 30'~_per_ce~! 
only. Her trade in this particular direction has be~JLQeclin.in~ 
more or less steadily after the War, esPecially after 1924-25. 

Percentage shares of the U .. K. and pther countries in the 
total Imports of Paper af1.d Pasteboards. 

u. K. Other countries. 
'924-25. 42'9 57', 
'925-26 4'"5 58'5 
1926'27 35'5 64'5· 
1927-28 36'4 63'6 
1928-29 37'3 62"7 
'929-30 32'.1.\ 67"2 
1930-31 3"2 68'8 
'93'-32 30"2 69"8 
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Whatever the method of preference that may be adopted, 
an increase in the price to the consumer is inevitable, unless 
th; existing duty is actually reduced in favour of Britain. As, 
however, paper making is a protected industry, the only way 
of offering preference to Britain is by increasing the duty on 
non-British imports. In other words, we will be asked to levy 
!-n extra duty on nearly 70% of our imports of pa~r and paste
~ Protection granted to the' industry has already inflicted 
a burden upon the consumers. They may be willing to bear it 
for the ultimate benefit of. the country. To impose upon them 
additional burden for the sake of helping a foreign industry is 
unthinkable. There cannot be any justification for it, and this 
country should certainly not be expected to make such 
tremendous sacrifices to help the paper industry of another 
country. While the consumers in India are already paying for 
a protected home industry, to demand additional sacrifice from 
them for the sake of Imperial Preference is a vicious principle 
arid must be unhesitatingly condemned. 

There is yet another strong reason why a preferential tariff 
on British paper should not be contemplated. ~n additional 
t~...1:p<>~l)rinting and writing paperJ~ vi~l!lll1'y: ~.tax?_~he 
spread of knowledge, an indirect tax on education. In view of 
the poverty and the terrible educational. backwardness of the 
country, such action must unhesitatingly be regarded as a 
retrograde step. 

Motor Vehicles. 

It is not clear to us as to what classes of motor vehicles are 
covered by the propose4., 7}{ per cent. preference.. As there 
is no motor industry in India, preference would probably 
tak~ form of a lowering'~fduty on British vehicles and not 
of raising the duty on non-British. If so, Indian revenues 
would suffer. On the other hand, if the duty on non-British 
vehicles were increased it would raise prices far too high. It 
would increase the cost of transportation. In 1931-32, it should 
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be noted, ,.Britain's share in India's imports of motor vehicles 
was only 30 per cent. in the case of motor cars, and only 10 per 

cent. in the ca:;e of buses, vans and lorries. Road transport in 
India is still in the infanc;y of deveroj)iiieiit. Considering India's 
backwardness in commwrications any tariff rearrangement 
which may have the effect of raising the cost of transportation 
wonld hinder OnT economiC development. The motor trock has 
an increasingly important part to play in rural development. In 
the larger cities motor transport -is indispensable for commercial 
and industrial progress. Any rise in its cost wonld be an added 
burden upon industry. Road transportation has a big future 
in India. l4i!~~.!l~._~~veIoped in. many parts_of 
thcconntry 3l!droad~nsport is the oru:y- hope the people have 
of linki;;gthemselves to th~ ~~ Parts of the .~UntJy. 

Toilet Soaps and Toilet Req.isites. 

The present revenue duty is 15 per cent. ad 1:alorem. 
excluding surcharge. This duty also gives Indian soap 
and toilet industry a certain measure of protection, under 
which it has made great advancement. To maintain it 
the duty will have to be kept at that level. The industry 
has not yet attained enough solidarity and is, in fact, 
ccl'tilluously threatened by foreign competition. H the 
proposed preference to Britain were to take the form of a 
reduction in the existing level of duties, the future of the infant 
but promising Indian industry would be seriously jeopardised 
and it will be forced to seek the help of tariff protection. The 
only alternative method of granting preference to British goods 
is again the raising of duties upon non-British products, the 
economic implications of which have been already exposed. 

Chemicals. 

In 193t-3'2 chemicals valued at 2,57 lakbs were imported 
into India. The ..]1 K supplied· about 1,43 lakbs or 
about Q1L~r cel!t. and the other foreign conntries I,U lakhs 
or about 45 per cent. England has been more or less steadily 
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losing ground ip. this trade because other foreign countries have 
been selling chemicals of the same quality at cheaper prices. 
In many cases, Germany has been supplying admittedly finer 
chemicals at cheaPer prices. If duty on non-British chemicals 
were raised by 10 per cent., there would be a rise in prices and 
India may )Je deprived of the use of the fine chemicals of 
Germany. 'In effect, the Indian consumer is being asked to 
pay higher prices in order to benefit British industr:0 If, on 
the other hand, the duty was reduced in favour of Britain, it will 
seriously hit the infant chemical industry of India, which 
requires to be fostered with national care. 

India's industrial development will require increasingly 
larger supplies of chemicals, and under the existing conditions 
a preponderating proportion of India's requirements will have 
to be imported. A discriminatory tariff against imports of non
British origin would raise the price and increase the cost of 
producticm of many new industries using these chemicals. 
Further, any increase in the cost of imported chemicals would 
hamper scientific advancement-an eventuality, too serious to 
be lost sight of. 

IRON AND STEEL AGREEMENT. 

The part of the Report relating to Steel is the JIlost highlY 
involved a~d complicated ._~rtio~.~_.~~~\Vhole scheIIieof 
Imperial l'E.f,:!el!-ce.· -Ttis impossible for us to examIne the 
scheme without fuller information. It is not merely a scheme 
of preference but also ultimately one of industrial co-operation 
and division of markets. Hereafter we shall be having three 
k' f duties in galvanized s1!.~ts. The Government have 
also virtually un ei'taKen-fhe duty of regulating the price. In 
fact they have fixed it at Rs. 215 per ton at ports. The Govern
ment have also undertaken the difficult and delicate task of 
seeing that the agreement is worked successfully. Price cutting 
by continental manufacturers and by British manufacturers, 
and combination between Indian and British makers to raise 
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prices above the reasonable fixed port base are all dangers which 
Government have decided to watch closely. It is impossible to 
say how far they will succeed, because the Government rely 
upon one remedy to achieve everything-the regulation of the 
duty. The real difficulty of abolishing the existence of un
healthy competition, getting evidence thereof and taking 
prompt steps to stop it is hardly realised. Paper prices, secret 
rebates, fictitious sales are all very difficult to discover and even 
more difficult to eradicate. 'the scheme is such that non-British 
~kers, and :r..eEE-~ps also some British mak.:':!;L._l!.~.J>rovided 
witliall the indl1cementJ!.es§§aryjQJ.!~rcise their ingenuity 
in devising methods of evading the tariffs. - Fo~~ililng;now 
can the Government of India dfs~o-;er if·~ certain consignment \ 
of British sheets is entirely manufactured out of British sheetf 
bars? To find that out, an elaborate system of license and 
inspection will have to be devised to work in Britain. Who is 
going to undertake it and who is going to pay for it? 

The Government of India propose to be the arbiter between 
British manufacturers, continental manufacturers, the Indian 
manufacturer and the Indian consumer. Can anybody assert 
with confidence that such complicated and not uncommonly 
conflicting functions can be discharged by a Government 
situated far away from any of the big ports of India? 

A clever combination of continental manufacturers can so 
disturb the trade as almost to demoralise it. Suppose they keep 
jerking the price rather violently every month. Will the 
Government change the duties as often? Suppose they reduce 
prices secretly after the sheets have been landed in India. 
How will the menace be combated? 

It seems to us that the scheme is far too complicated to 
work smoothly. Its enforcement will be expensive and may 
lead to a period· of hopeless tariff eonfusion. If the idea was 
only to give the Indian manufacturer a larger share in the semi
finished steel imports of Britain and to give the British manu-
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facturers a bigger proportion of the galvanized sheets imports 
of India, a much simpler and more direct method should have 
been adopted instead of this involved and combrous system. 

We are not in a position to estimate the real benefit of the 
Agreement to the Indian industry. It would seem to depend 
upon the cost of converting Indian sheet bars into Galvanized 
sheets in England. As the landed price in India is practically 
fixed, the cost of conversion would decide the price that India 
will get for her sheet bars. In the absence of further informa
tion it is impossible to express any opinion. 

MISLEADING FIGURES. 

In para 52 the Delegation have attempted to estimate the 
total value of goods imported from India into U. K. which would 
be receiving preference under the Agreement and put it down 
at .£41.8 million. As a gross figure this may be correct, but 
as an accurate measure of trade benefit it is entirely misleading. 
Quite .£20 million or about~ per cent. of the figure is accounted 
for by one commodity-Tea ill which ~benefit.s. gom3illly 
t.2 British caPLtal) If, therefore, we omit Tea, the preferen~ 
relates to only~ut ,£21.8 million. -- - -~-

There is again 1ihea.t, the preference on which cannot be 
considered as an effectively valuable commercial asset, as we 
have seen. 'The Delegation themselves have stated that, "when 
preference is accorded to several countries and their aggregate 
exports to the importing country already constitute a large pro
portion of its requirements, the preference cannot do much to 
extend the market. . . ." Wheat is just such a commodity. 
~tor seed and oil are practically commercial monowJif>,5 of 
India and in regard to these again the British preference cannot 
be considered as a valuable tariff concession. 

The important group of commodities in Schedule "D" will 
be admitted free of duty from all sources. In the case of lac 
and myrabolams competing synthetic substitutes will be 
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dutiable. But when such synthetic substitutes become a menace 
to our trade it is very likely that Britain will be making them 
herself and the tariff agreement between Britain and India will 
~ powerless to help the Indian commodities. Such methods 
of preferences are highly delusive and confer no benefit. It is 
a mere fiscal eyewash. 

The exports of Indian commodities coming unde.!-British 
preferential tariff accorrung to'lliettacre ngures-ofi931-1932 

--maybe~;i~ed ~tthe gross figure of about 35 crores of rupees. 
The Delegation have calculated it at 41.9 million on the basis 
of goods imported from India into U. K. in 1929. In the first 
place, it is necessary to protest against such important calcula
tions being made in a foreign currency. They serve to make 
the subject less inteIIigible in India -and render comparative 
study difficult, if not futile. Even the value of Indian exports 
of goods specified in the preferential schedules has been 
calculated in sterling as imports into the U. K. No Govern-

u 

I.!1ent in the wo.!Jd (exl:ept mlr .Government) will publish such 
important documents as international trade agreements with 
~ _. ----------
theIr estimated values calCiiIal.ed 1D the currency of the country -- . --_ .. _-------\\;th which they are concluded. 

, ----.' - -----
In the present case the method of calculation is actuaIIy 

deceptive. Let us take exports first. U their value after their 
arrival in Britain is takell.-it will include freight, ins~1!fe and 
other incidental ch.~geJLwhich are reaIIy not received by the 
exporting country. As nearly all our exports to England are 
carried in British vessels and insured with British insurance 
companies, their- v~lue F. O. B. Indian ports is aICt;h~t re~IIy 
concerns India. Their value landed in Britain or C. I. F. 
British ports is an aUjfisi!tl.ly. swollen figure al!d thoroughly 
mis~ilding. The effect is to overestimate the benefit to India. 
on the contrary, however, in the case of imports into India 
Britain's benefits include not only their value but also their 
freight and i_~surance. Therefore in assessing the value to 
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Britain of preference offered by India the value of imports 
C. I. F. Indian ports require to be taken into consideration. 
Here again, the Delegation have taken into consideration their 
value in sterling F. O. B. British ports. The effect is to under
estimate the benefit to Britain. 

Thus the calculations ot th.E;.!?elegation ar~..&reatly.yjtj~ted 
2nd rargely worthless. How some- (;rthe Indian members of 
the Delegabon could be satisfied with a study of the question 
based on such obviously misleading and erroneous figures IS 

simply incredible. 

Nor is this all! The figurrs are based upon the year 
1929-30, whereas figures for the two later years should have 
been available. The ostensible plea is that it is the last year 
before the depression. As Britain's share in India's total trade 
has declined in the two succeeding years, and as quite a large 
part of the decline is a permanent loss of trade to Britain, 
calculation based upon 1929-30 figures must necessarily be 
defective. They should be accepted with extreme caution. 

UNF.QUAL ADVANTAGES. 

It is clear from the foregoing anaJy~js tha!..~lteJ)en~~ 
Imperial Preference would not be commensurate with the 
sacrifices India will be called upon to m1!.~ Ite<iiiar~f 
sacrifu:e an!I.~yali!y'_of..advantage are the basis of mutual pre
ferential tariff between two countries, the United Kingdom and 
India are eminently unsuited, considering the nature and 
direction of their foreign trade, to enter into such a relation
ship. By this we do not mean that no item of India's foreil,'11 
trade can benefit by a British preference, neither do we contend 
that Britain would be reluctant to make the sacrifices necessary 
to extend preference to some Indian goods. What we say is 
that an examination of actual trade figures reveals that the 
advodntages of such a policy would be so small and one-sided 
that anything approaching a general revision of our tariff policy 
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should not be contemplated under the existing circumstances. 
The question is not whether a "reciprocal preferential regime" 
will "benefit the trade of both countries", as the Government 
of India's letter puts it, but whether it will benefit the trade 
of both countries to the same extent. 

BRITAIN'S UNDUE PROMINENCE. 

The adoption of a policy of Imperial Preference is open to 
serious objection from another point of view. One of the 
weakest features of India's economic position is the exaggerated 
importance, the undue prominence, that Britain assumes in it; 
Already in various ways Britain has a hold on the trade of 
this 'country and certain advantages, which serve to smother or 
curb the enterprise of Indians in commerce, industry, banking 
etc. The Ottawa Agreement wonld only iBerease 911t:-.eCOUomic. 

dependence and.s1l:~ouI.J!Qlitical subj.ection. The British 
hold has until recently prevented the development of extensive 
trade relationship with other advanced countries. But the 
I7r"ate~t., economic lesson taught us by the War was the 

:·.:::;.jr~i.rability and the positive~Fgg..of too great a dependence 
upon .a.n;: onc!~l}.vi~~!J!l~rket for our goods or as the source 
of our imports. India would do well not to forget that lesson. 

INTERFERENCE WITH FREEDOM OF INDIA'S TRADE. 

Imperial P.l'dere!lc~ .. wilL.b~J~ violent attempt to interfere 
'-- --r-'~- " . -.-

.wj..tlLth~iree and. smooth fiow,QtJpdia's foreign tra<!~ The 
natural tendency has been to develop more extensive and 
profitable trade relationships with countries otht;r than Britain. ( 
Any attempt to divert this by artificial means would be dis
astrous to our foreign trade. It would.be risky and economically 
unhealthy to check the growing diversity of our trade relation
ship and to encourage too great dependence upon anyone 
country or group of countries either as sources of our imports 
or as markets for our exports. India requires a more balanced 

'-. ~.---- -
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distribution of international trade. Restriction of markets to 
Empire countries therefore introduces a new danger. India 
isa producer of primary products which are subject to 
~ide variations in volume from year to year. A hgavy crop in 
any particular year might :;;0 overburden Empire markets that 
prices would collapse more seriously than if foreign markets 
were available to absorb at least some of the surplus production. 

I
The weight of economic evidence points to the fact that crises 
are, more likely to anse, and tp be,!!fJP:t~!~[.~,nsity in restncted 
markets than in extensive ones. 

---'~'.' ,-' ......... -.... --
WIDER FOREIGN TRADE RELATIONSIDP. 

At the present time a better and diversified economic rela
tionship and more extensive and widespread economic contracts 
are more necessary to India than small advantages to particular 
industries. In her present stage of development India requires 
the stimulation of new economic ideas, new industrial 
techniques, new commercial lessons, from as many countries as 
possible, especially from those new and virile industrial 
countries like U. S. A., Germany and Japan. Tariffdiseriml> 
nation against their goods would hinder it and bring' about" a-
vartial economic isolation an9.- delay our full economic develop
ment. The danger will become more evident w1!en we realise 
that the country with which India is expected to develop a 
closer economic relationship is declining in industrial stature 
and economic importance. Britain's share of the total export 
trade today is less than it was before the War. She has less 
surplus capital available for investment abroad, she is carrying 
less of the world's trade, she is manufacturing less of the world's 
requirements. . k!l an economic unit Britain counts far les 
today than before~. ould we run after this ~ng 
star periously alone? -- -. 

The advantages to India from a preferential tariff arrange-
..; ment wAh tbe other parts of tbe Empire are even less obvious. 

They are nearly _all predominantly growers of food antl-nw 
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materials like ourselves. India cannot confer much benefit 
upon them. She does not want their wheat, meat, wool Or-dairy~
products. . Neither can they offer much valuable advantage t 
India. They do not need our cotton, jute, oil seeds or fibres. 
So far as Ceylon and Malaya are concerned, close trade rela
tionship with these neighbours is inevitable and the need for 
Imperial Preference hardly arises. Both countries would find it 
too costly to discriminate against India in favour of any other 
part of this Empire. Malaya's concession in the case of rice 
is really of little advantage to India, for one of India's chief 
competitors in the export of rice to Malaya is Burma, who being 
within the preference ring will receive theSa:me treatment as 
India. It would not have mattered much if Burma would 
decide to stay with India; but Britain has been openly encourag
ing her to break away from India. 

DANGER OF RETALIATION. 

There is again tl;te _ danger of retaliation. The danger is ~. 
real. If India is going to discriminate against friendly 
countries like Japan, Germany, America; France-and Italy they 
are .bound to bjt back Japan, for instance, can penalise our I 
export of raw cotton and pig iron, Germany can hit our oil 
seeds (especially groundnuts) and hides, United States can 
strike at our hides and skins, France and Italy can injure our 
trade in oil seeds and raw cotton. This danger is real and more 
than a mere possibility. 

The most curious feature_ of the new fiscal proposals is that 
it would discriminate against· a large group of countries which 
together not only buy the larger proportion of our exports but 
have also always bought from India more tban tl, y have sold
to India. _We are asked to discriminate against this large group 
of customers, who return to us more than they receive, in 
favour of a country that has until 1931-32 sold to India more 
than she bought from India. To call this process a method of 
extending India's export trade i~_a_gross perversi2!1 ofecQlUlIIlic 
facts . .. 
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Balance of Indian Merchandise Trade with Various Countries" 
Imports from Exports to Net Balance" 

19300-31 1931·32 1930-31 1931-32 19~3[ 1931-32 

U" K" 61"29 44"81 54"23 45"33 -7"06 "52 
Germany 12"38 10"20 14"23 10"09 1"85 -"II 
Japan 14"51 13"34 23"87 14"03 9"36 "6g 
U" S" A" 15"12 12"1$4 21"14 14"29 6"02 1"45 
Italy 4"51 3"59 7"93 5"50 3"42 1"91 
Belgium 4"67 3"02 7"57 4"47 2"90 1"45 
France 2"89 2"17 II"17 7"72 8"28 5"55 

In 1930-31 among this group of India's trade connections, 
the United Kingdom was the only country· that bought from 
India less than she sold to India. In 1931-32 for the first time 
she purchased from us rather more than she sold to us. 'tlWi 
was entirely due to the boy-cotto If that were relaxed Britain's ¥ ,~ 

sales to. India would again exceed her purchases. Even in 
1931-32 the net favourable balance in the case of France, Italy, 
U. S. A., Belgium and Japan-in fact, all except Germany
was more than in the case of the United Kingdom. 

To select, for the purpose of adverse discrimination, those 
who buy from us more than tbey sell is hardly economic 
wisdom. To do it in the name of trade expansion is mere cant. 
In the long run such a policy will involve loss of markets and 
trade. The proposed tariffs would drive these.friendly countries 
away from us; and they are bound to cultivate other markets 
who will buy from them as well as sell to them. If we decline 
to buy from them and shut out their goods by fiscal discrimina
tion they will decline to buy from us. Looked at from this 
angle of our 10reign trade, the objections against preference for 
British goods become unanswerable" It would be fiscal folly, 
tariff discrimination run mad" 

DEVELOPMENT OF INDIA'S EXPORT" 

One of the main principles that the. Delegation are 
supposed to have kept before them is "the extension and develop
ment of the export trade of India"" We wiR:see first in what 
direction India's export trade has developed and how it is actually 
distributed today. 
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Value of Merchandise Export Trade, 

(In Crores of Rs,) 

Pre-War Post·War 19'8-29 1929"30 1930-31 193
'
-32 

average, average. 
U, K. 56'3 73'04 72'4 69'6 54'2 45'3 
British Empire g2'1 125' I IIg'g II4'6 Bg'5 71'5 
Other Foreign 

Countries 132'0 176' 9 218'0 2°3'3 136'2 Bg'1 

Grand Total - .. '-%24'1 302' ° 337'9 317'9 225'7 160'5 

Value of Merchandise Imports Trade, 

(In Crores of Rs.) 
Pre-War Post-War 19'8-29 1929"30 1930-31 1931-32 
, average, average. 

U. K. gl'6 146'4 II3'2 1°3'1 61'3 44'8 
British Empire I(}.I· 5 165'5 136'6 124'5 76'0 56'7 
Other Foreign 

Countries 44'3 88'5 n6'7 II6'3 88'8 6g'7 

Grand Total ... 145'8 254'0 253'3 240'8 164'8 126'4 

Percentage Shares in India's Trade, 

Exports. 
Pre-War Post-War I~ 1929"30 1930-31 1931-33 
average. average. 

U, K. 25'1 24'2 21'4 21'8 24'0 28'2 
British Empire 41'1 41'4 35'5 36 '0 39'6 44'5 
Other Foreign 

Countries 58'9 58 '6 64'5 64'0 60'4 55'5 

Grand Total .. , 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 

IMPoRTS, 

Pre-War Post-War 1928-29 1929"30 193<>-31 1931-32 
average, average, 

U. K. 62'8 57'6 ..... ·7 42'8 37'2 35'5 
British Empire 69'7 65'2 54'1 51'7 46'1 44'8 
Other Foreign 

Countries 3°'3 34'8 45'9 48'3 53'9 55'2 

Grand Total ... 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 100'0 
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A feature of India's foreign trade has been a tendency to 
import a large proportion from and export a large proportion 
to other foreign countries, while the tendency is just the other 
way-"in regard to the United Kingdom_ The genera! trend of 

hdia's foreign trade is t9W~rdLl1l£!,~~~!(!Il~iy~..!elations with 
countries outside the Empire. India's exports of merchandise 
to the United Kingdom has been steadily declining after the 
War, especially during the three years 1928-31. The United 
Kingdom purchased in 1930-31, as the Government valued it, 
54.2 crores of rupees worth of goods, whereas other foreign 
countries outside the Empire purchased goods valued at as much 
as 136.2 crores of rupees. In other words, whereas the U. K. 
purchased 24.0 per cent. of our total exports and these other 
countries bought 6004 per cent., so that once again these figures 
show the unwisdom of discrimination against the latter. 

The following table of the percentage share of the principal 
countries in the total merchandise trade of India forcibly illus
trates. how unnatural the Delegations' proposals are. 

Pre-War Post-War 19211-o9 1929-30 1930'-31 1931-32 
aVenIge- average. 

United Kingdom 40-0 39-5 31-4 30 -9 29-6 31-4 
British Empire .. _ 52-3 52"3 43-4 42-5 42-4 44-7 
Other Foreign 

Countries 47-7 47-7 56-6 57-5 57-6 55-3 

The share of the United Kingdom in the total trade of 
India has been declining after the War, whereas the share of 
other foreign countries has been increasing. Accordingly. there
~ there cannot be any economic justification. f~r preferring 
Zoods from the U. K., whe~!lS_a nliich~tronger c;:SC;-caii""be 
J.!1ade out fQI' . .&!antinK. fiscaL Advant;tges'to - oilier foreign 
~untri~. No impartial examiner of India's Trade figures can 
contradict it, for it indicates a contractiQ.n (much of it appearing 
permanent) in the consumption capacity o(Jhe .. ll..K. for Indian 

.J goods -and an expansion of that capacity on the part of these 
-;;ther couJ!!ries. ..-
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CASE FbR TRADE EXPANSION IN OTHER COUNTRIES. 

As far as the development of India's export trade is con
cerned, we· have seen after a critical examination of the pro
posals that the actual benefit has been rather exaggerated. But 
what surprises us more is as to why the Delegation have not made 
any provision for the expansion of India's trade in other direc
tions as well, if such were possible. If the expansion of India's 
~port trade were their only concern, the right thing to have 
done was to have secured for India freedom to negotiate tariff. 
agreements wi~h any co~.!!-~n the world for the benefit of 
that trade. To put a plain question-assuming that our export 
trade in two important commodities stands to gain considerabiy 
by a tariff preference from 2 non-British foreign countries-will 
the Delegates approve of establishing mutual preferential tariff 
relations with those countries? Will not the Ottawa Agreement 
serve directly or indirectly to hinder our entering into such a 
relationship? If the expansion of India's trade was the main 
consideration, the Delegation and, the Government would be 
bound to take every step to effect such an arrangement, but with 
the ratification of the Ottawa Agreement, their hands would be 
tied and their action restricted. Perhaps their enthusiasm even 
would fade away. They would argue thus, "However much 
we would care to enter into an agreement of mutual 
preference in these commodities with such and such a country, 
with a view to develop India's exports, we find that to do so 
would be to contravene the letter or spirit of the Ottawa Agree
ment." Or alternatively, "while maintaining the preference 
under the Ottawa Agreement, we a.e prepared to concede a 
preference in respect of so and so to such and such a country." 
The direct negative of the former would only be equalled by 
the practical futility of the latter, and the extension of India's 
export trade would be sacrificed to the cause of Imperial 
Preference. 

Nobody, not even our Delegates, can deny that India can 
benefit also by reciprocal tariff preferences with countries other 
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than Britain. Yet, their Report is entirely silent abOut it, though 
be it said in justice to them that this waS not their concern. 
Britain bas already commenced negotiations with countries !ike ." ---_. --"---' .. - -~ .. ---
Argentine, Scandinavia, Denmark, etc. But the Government 
or Iiidi:i-havenotglven tlle-mattei iny thought. The point we 
wish to make is that if the expansion of our export trade is 
the only consideration, the Government ot India are under 
moral obligation to negotiate tariff relations with any country 
so willing, and not with the U. K. or Empire countries alone. 
Otherwise we must refuse to believe that India's interests were 
the paramount concern of the Delegates or the Government of 
India. If the Government honestly believe that they have 
granted preference to Britain because it would also benefit India, 
they must not hesitate to grant preferenceS to countries like 
Japan or U. S. A., Germany or France, if such a step were also 
proved to be of real advantage to India's trade. 

We cannot follow the lead of the Dominions in matters of 
fiscal preference for Britain. Apart from the absence of similar 
sentiments, our trade position is fundamentally different. In thS 
cas!:..llearly of llll the Dominions, Britain is overvvhelmingly thei!;. 
l2.re-eminent customer:... This is no1.!he ca~it.h..India. In 1931, 

t
Britain purchased 44.6 per cent. of Australia's total exports, 
52.7 of South Africa's exports, 89 per cent. of New Zealand's 
exports and 28.5 per cent. of Canada's exports. But only 24 
~r cent. of total Indian exports were bought by Britain in 
1930-31. Britain's claim for preference from countries like 
Canada and New Zealand was based upon the fact that she 
purchased so largely froin them. If that were considered a 
strong argument, India's reply to Britain's claims for prefer
ence is just as strongly based, which is that Britain does not 
buy from India as much as India buys from her. 

Although the Ottawa Agreement does not expressly rule 
out the possibility or the desirability of preferential tariff 
arrangement with India's other great customers, in practice, 
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.such arrangements would be impossible of realisation. Even if 
India stood to benefit from an offer of tariff preference from a 
foreign country, it would become practically impossible for her 
~o accept it or take advantage of it because she would not be 
able to offer anything in return, unless she breaks the Agreement 
with Britain. The Ottawa Agreement; if accepted, will destroy 
for ever the possibility of entering into closer trade relationship 
with other foreign countries; it will mean the fiscal and com
mercial isolation of India from her friendly custOIIl2rs like 
Japan, U. S. A., Germany, Belgium, etc. 

POLITICAL CONSIDERATION. 

There is a higher political objection which cannot be 
entirely excluded from these discussions, and a brief reference 
to it is necessary. The Fiscal Commission admitted (Report 
-Para 264) "that political considerations could not be excluded 
in determining whether it was desirable for India to enter into 
an economic agreement or not." Tariff reciprocity presupposes 
political reciprocity, which is entirely absent as between Britain 
and India. How can India be expected to enter into pre
ferential tariff relationship with Britain, when the latter is not 
prepared to grant her political equality? It is illogical. Tariff 
reciprocity and political subjection are contradictory. The 
political objection is stronger in regard to the Domiitions. India 
would lower herself in the world's estimation if she were to 
seek preference for Indian goods from countries where the 
citizens of India herself are discriminated against, and in some 
cases insulted and humiliated. The honour of a nation is in
finitely greater than some petty economic advantages. The 
sentiment of the country was correctly and fully expressed in 
the Minute of Dissent of the Fiscal Commission Report in the 
following words; "To the Indian people their self-respect is 
of far more importance than any economic advantage which any 
Dominion may choose to confer by means of preferential treat
ment. We may confidently state that the people of India would 
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much prefer the withdrawal of such preference as they will not 
care to be economically indebted to any Dominion, which will 
not treat them as equal meinbers of the British Empire having 
equal rights of citizenship." 

FISCAL COMMISSION'S CONDITIONS. 

In regard to the possibility of India's adoption of a policy 
of Imperial Preference, at a later period, the Fiscal Commission 
laid down three important governing principles: (1) No pre
ference. should be granted on any article ~Ojll. the approval 
of the Indian Le.s!slature. (2) . No prefez:ence given should in 
any way diminish the protection required by II!(HI11).jnd.u~trie.s. 
(3) On balance, there should be ~QnOmic lo.~ to India after 
taking into account the economic gain. 

The first principle has SInce been confinned and 
strengthened in actual practice. The fiscal autonomy conven
tion has been accepted by the Government of India and the 
Imperiill Government. But the time and method of securing 
the approval of the Legislature is important. The Minute of 
Dissent has gone further (Para 31) and emphasised that "~a 

~
annot accePt. the principle of Imperial Preference until she has 

attained responsible government, and is able to regulate her 
fiscal policy by the vote of a wholly elected legislature." The 
unexpressed fear of the authors of the Minute seems to have 
been justified by the way in which the Government forced the 
Legislature to give preference to British cotton goods in 1930. 
The Fiscal Commission has clearly stated (Para 262) that the 
question of Imperial Preference should "be detennined in 
accordance with Indian opinion." And yet the Government 
forced the country to accept it in the case of British cotton goods 
although Indian opinion was unanimously against it. Indian 
minds will not easily forget the manner in which its accept
ance was secured. The Fiscal Commission has further stated 
that no sllch policy should be adopted without the "free consent" 
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of the Assembly. The Assembly certainly was not "free" 
when it gave its consent. The Government virtually told the 
Assembly, "You accept Im~ri!l.LPreference with protection, or 
y.ou get no protection 3:~11." The Indian cotton industry was 
in such a bad way that it had no choice. 

The second principle does not require elaboration. Any 
preference that might diminish the measure of protection 
actually enjoyed by Indian industries or such protection as may 
be necessary in future for their development must be stoutly 
resisted. 

NEED FOR A PRELIMINARY ENQIDRY. 

That Preference should not involve any economic loss to 
India is so obviously right. India should not be expected to 
play the part of an economic benefactor or god-father to any 
other part of the Empire. She is far too poor herself. The 
Fiscal CommJssion recommended (Para 263) that before even 
considering the desirability of adopting Imperial Preference 
"an examination should be made by the TaJifLBoru:d...to detex:.-------- , 

!pine whe!heIJ:here are any commQ!ijties on \V.hklLp-~ieLen.ce 

lJIight be given in accordance with the principl~' already 
enunci~ted:·-We:";oUIc:l.-go·ft;rther and say that the whole 
subject of I1!1perial prefeI"e!l~ should...be re-examined in detail 
b~he_ Tali!! Boar.cL The recommendations and opinions of 
the Fiscal Commission have in many respects become out of 
date with the change in circumstances due to lapse of time which 
should more strongly confirm the disapproval of an Empire 
Preference Scheme, and it is necessary to review the question 
in the light of the extensive and important changes that have 
taken place in India's trade relations since the Fiscal Commission 
reported, before this country is committed to any policy. The 
Government's decisions on the Ottawa Conference have been 
hasty and their 'anxiety to rush it through the Assembly with
out giving the country sufficient time to consider the question 
is, to say the least, grossly unfair. 
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India has adopted a definite procedural method in regard 
to changes in fiscal policy. When the question of protecting 
Indian industFies was proposed, a Fiscal Commission was 
appointed to examine the whole question, and it was on the 
strength of its recommendations that a policy of protection was 
adopted. The Agreement between the Government Delegation 
and Britain is an equally fundamental change in our fiscal policy, 
and as such can only be accepted after an examination by either 
a Fiscal Commission or at least the Tariff Board. The country 
must be afforded full and complete opportunity to express its 
views. If the question of imposing additional duties to meet the 
dumping of particular foreign goods could be referred to the 
Tariff Board, how much greater is the necessity for referring to 
it the question of Imperial Preference involving a fundamental 
departure in the fiscal policy of India. 

INTRODUCING INFLEXIBILITY IN OUR FISCAL SYSTEM. 

The Ottawa Agreement is more far-reaching in its effects 
than what is conveyed by the mere enumeration of commodities 
and preferential rates of duty. ~he Agreement will definitely 
restrict the ability of this count to revise its taxes on a number 
of foreign g. t would, for instance, be ini.Possihi.e to l~;er 
certam duu-eson foreign goods below the level which would 
leave a preference on e)l:isting rates to the U. K. or (as indicated 
before) to make any agreement with other foreign countries for 
mutual preferential tariff treatments. It will aill!.!9 our fisca!. 
system a degree of infie)l:ibility which would be seriously detri
ii:ental to our trade interests. 

The fiscal changes that would result from the Ottawa 
Agreement have an important bearing upon. TpdiB'S ~dget 

~stoms duties form the largest single item of revenue to th~ 
Central Government. The interests of Government revenue, 
the safe-guarding of protected industries and burden on con
sumers-these three confiicting factors will have to be faced 
when Government come to decide the form and_l!1ethod of giving 
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preference to British goods. If they decide to increase the duty 
on non-British goods fully or even partly, a rise in prices is 
unavoidable and the Indian customer will be paying to benefit 
British industries. If, on the contrary, preference took the 
form of reduction in duty on British goods, there would be, 
in the first place, a shrinkage of the margin of protection 
necessary for Indian industries (in the case of those receiving 
protection), and secondly, the customs revenue of the 
Government will be seriously reduced. It may, therefore, be 
presumed that the former method (viz., increasing the duty on 
non-British goods) will be adopted. In this connection the law 
of diminishing return would come into play at a certain point, 
so that budget adjustments would be inevitable and fresh 
taxation, direct or indirect, necessary. This is an important 
point and one that needs to be kept in view, as otherwise the 
actual sacrifice India is likely to be called to make at the alter 
of Imperial Preference would remain concealed. 

The consequence of such a course would be an inevitable 
rise in prices. The consumer will have to pay more. The 
incidence of such a rise in prices requires to be seriously investi. 
gated. If it presses unduly harshly upon any section of the 
people, it would be an economic injustice. India is a poor 
country and is already willingly bearing the burden of a policy 
of protection to lessen the degree of her alarming dependence 
on agriculture. The addition of the burden of Imperial 
Preference, (involving a sacrifice for the benefit not of her own 
but of British industries) would cause too sudden an alteration in 
and disturbance to the distribution of wealth. The likelihood 
is that the rise in prices would press disproportionately heavily 
npon the poorer sections of the population. The dangers of 
such a policy are obvious. It . will. open the floodgates of 
economic discontent with all its attendant evil consequences. It 
seems to ns that this grave aspect of the question has been 
entirely overlooked. 
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A BALANCE SHEET OF GAINS AND LoSSES. 

Taking a narrow view, if we strike a balance sheet (working 
on generous estimates), we maintain that the adoption of the 
O..!.tawa Agreement by India would result in little advantage 
to India and.infinitely greater .!ldval.11ilg~.!.O ~ngland. On the 
other hand, by India not adopting the Agreement she stands 
to lose little or nothing. In corning to this conclusion, we find, 
we are at one with Messrs. C. N. Vakil, University Professor 
of Economics, Bombay and M. C. Munshi, who have worked 
out the figures very closely. According to them India would 
be likely to score an advantage of about 13 crores, or stand to 
lose, by rejection of the Agreement, 8 crores. The former, 
however, would not be an actual gain, as it would only be caused 
by a displacement of trade with non-Briti.sh countries and would 
not mean an addition to the total volume of India's foreh.>n 
trade. The estimated loss of 8 crores, on the other hand, is 
small. It would easily be compensated for in other directions 
and in· any case be wOlth the sacrifice if political re-actions are 
to be avoided. 

A point that requires to be noted is that the deciding factor 

in international trade is:.(:t~I!!.~;gd', and it is this fundamental 
factor that will decide the volume and extent of India's trade 
and not any artificial devices, such as Imperial Preference, 
which involves restriction and not expansion in its implications 
and practice. From the point of view of demand, it is also 
certain that Great Britain could not, in her own interests, afford 
to raise a tariff wall against many Indian commodities of export 
to the United Kingdom, and if our delegates were fully awake to 
this situation we wonder why they allowed themselves to be 

stampeded by Great Britain's threats at Ottawa or allow 
themselves to be hoodwinked by a threatened loss of trade to 
India if she is kept out of the Agreement. 
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CONCLUSION. 

In drawing our remarks to a close, we feel compelled to 
express our regret at the inc9mpleteness of the Delegation's 
report, as published. Apart from the scantiness of figures in 
substantiation of statements, the report is noteworthy for the 
amount of its special pleading and many omissions. They 
omitted, for instance, to touch on such questions as the possible 
reactions of Imperial Preference upon India's non-Empire trade, 
the likely attitude of foreigu. countries and the possibility of 
retaliation. Qur vastly more important export trade with 
Japan, GennaO:Y:,uuU: S-:-X.;-Vriince and Belgium was left out 
oTIherratt~ntion. Then again, thei5el~g~tion did not think 
it necessaryUto consider or compute the effects of the Agreement 
upon the level of priceS in Jndia, nor upon the Revenue Budget 
of the . Ce-;;-t!~L Gov~.!!I!Il~~t, . So far as enhancing t~burden 
on the Indian consumer is concerned the question was entirely 
ignored. --The "mere statement and expression of a pious hope 
that everything in the Agreement is intended for the benefit of 
India's export trade, unsupported by facts, figures or estimates, 
leave one wholly unconvinced. The one stroke of wisdom that 
assailed the Delegation manifested itself in the inclusion of a 
clause providing for the denouncement of the Agreement at six 
months' notice. The design latent in this is that it may be 
taken as giving an easy and quick means of divesting ourselves 
of the responsibilities arrising out of this Agreement. In the 
event of experience fulfilling our fears, it is likely to be used 
as a strong argument by the Government benches in favour of 
the acceptance of the Agreement; but we need to be warned by 
past experience. It is a very difficult thing to alter an 
established fact. Once the Agreement is ratified all sorts of 
interests will arise to make its abrogation difficult, if not 
impossible, and the Britisher must be credited with the alertness 
to bring about such a situation, if necessary in their interest. 

This important question will shortly be placed before the 
Assembly for ratification or rejection. It behoves every non-
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Official member to study the question seriously and to act in 
the national and economic interest of India and her people. 
Mr. Baldwin and others have sought to pay the Indian delegates 
at the Ottawa Conference a compliment reflecting at the same 
time on India, but neither fulsome praise nor cajoling nor 
threats should be allowed to sway the Assembly members from 
their duty. 

SUMMARY. 

The following summary of conclusions will perhaps be 
helpful. 

The proposed preferential tariff arrangement with Great 
Britain should not be entertained for the following reasons :-

(1) The Agreement is restrictive in principle and 
practice. 

(2) India stands to gain little and to sacrifice much more. 

(3) The benefits to India are inconsiderable and 
,/ problematic. 

v 
(4) The benefit to Great Britain is much more definite 

and considerable. 

(5) It will affect adversely India's trade with other 
foreign countries, which form its largest group of 
customers. 

v 
(6) It is likely to provoke ret!!!!..ation by countries which 

are hit by preference to Great Britain or the other 
Empire Countries. 

\. 

(7) For these reasons, it will only cause a redistribution 
of Indian trade and not increase the total volume of 
trade; in fact, India's exports (in view of 5 & 6) are 
likely to be reduced. 

(8) It will either reduce the margin of protection required 
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for Indian industries, retarding the industrial 
development of the Country or else, 

(9) It will impose an additinnal burden on Indian con
sumers by raising the prices of important articles for 
the benefit of British industries. 

(10) It will render our fiscal system inflexible, virtually 
destroying our fiscal freedom. 

(11) It will render it difficult, if not impossible, for India 
to negotiate mutually advantageous trade agreements 
or preferences with other countries. 

(12) It will make the Central Budget more difficult to 
adjust and result in more taxation. 

(13) It will isolate India economically, which is economic
ally and culturally unsound. This is detrimental to 
our economic development and fraught with danger to 
oUT future economic stability. 

(14) It will greatly increase India's economic dependence 
upon Great Britain and confirm her political subjec
tion to that country. 

(15) It is likely to be used as a sop or threat in political 
concessions. (It should be noted that in neither case 
is there any great economic loss involved. Our 
exports to U. K. are not likely to be restricted as she 
can not well do without most of them-moreover 
"being instrumental in sending large quantities <if 
imports to us, she would be compelled to take ade
quate quantities of our exports.") 
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